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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
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Compliance
ISO 9001:2015; ISO 14001:2015; 
BRC

Flexographic printing Yes

In-line printing Yes

Trim seal Yes

Bag thickness 35, 50, 75 and 100 µm

System compatibility Autobag; SidePouch

Standard  
Film - PE

BENEFITS
The Standard Film is a blend of linear low density and low 
density polyethylene. The strength and clarity of this film 
makes it ideal for many industrial and retail applications.

This material is available in clear and white. There are a 
range of other tinted colours available, minimum order 
quantities may apply.

STORAGE
Store in a dry area, temperature should be between 10-30°C. 
Not to be stored in direct sunlight.

TYPICAL APPLICATIONS
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OPTIONAL FEATURES 
l	 Air Relief Hole
 - Full
 - Perforated
 - Butterfly
l	 Easy Open Perforation
 - Vertical
 - Horizontal
l	 Hanger Hole
 - Standard euroslot
 - Triangular euroslot
 - Hanger hole
l	 Zipper seal* 

*SidePouch only

BRAND AUTOMATED SYSTEMS

STF-EN 11/22

*with limitations

Retail Hardware Electronics

Health & beauty Food Clothing & apparel Medical

Recycle Ready*4
LDPE

*Degree of recyclability will vary depending on scope and availability of flexible 
film collection, sortation and recycling programs.


